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parum odisse inalos dues—is regarded as a portentous omen
of the downfall of discipline and of public ruin. But the
moment that sympathy ceases to be this invalid thing, need-
ing constant artificial stimulants, the moment it kindles
into the free Enthusiasm of Humanity, it gets the con-
fidence to follow its own impulses. It perceives the truth
of what has been explained above, that merry is no re-
laxation of justice, but justice itself in a riper stage ; it is
not afraid that if it pities criminals it shall have no com-
passion left to bestow on the innocent sufferers from
criminality. On the contrary, it is confident that if it can
pity those with whom it is angfy and at the very moment
when it is most angry, and even at the very moment when
it is inflicting the punishment suggested by a just anger,
it will be able a fortiori to pity and sympathize with those
who are suffering from no fault of their own.
Therefore it is that Christ went boldly among the pub-
licans and sinners. Virtue, he considered, was not now
so feebly supported that its soldiers must needs remain
for ever within their entrenched camp. This had beon
necessary at an earlier stage of the war. A close and
exclusive league, of the virtuous had been necessary at an
earlier time, that they might not forget their principles
or be overwhelmed by numbers. But goodness had now
become ten times more powerful in becoming au enthu-
siasm. It no longer contents itself with barely preserving
its existence in the presence of prevailing vice. It turns
against its enemy; it undertakes to take the hostile army
prisoner. The children of Israel turn and pursue the
Egyptians through the Red Sea, Under the command
of Christ Jerusalem lays siege to Babylon. lie announces
a great mundane project of regeneration. He will nut
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